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About This Game

Help! Everyone has been teleported away randomly! As the heroic Captain Viridian, it's up to you to find your friends, bring
them back to safety, and save the universe!

VVVVVV is a platform game all about exploring one simple mechanical idea - what if you reversed gravity instead of jumping?

The game is designed not to artificially gate your progress. In VVVVVV there are no locks, no power-ups, no switches, nothing
to stop you progressing except the challenges themselves.

Key features:

Elegant, minimalistic level design.

Challenging, fast and fun gameplay.

Frequent checkpoints mean you never have to replay challenges you've already beaten.

Over half an hour of chiptune music by composer Magnus Pålsson.

Special game modes, including time trials and a no death mode.
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It's a relatively short game, compared to the other Nancy Drew games. It's more of a warm-up to the rest of the series than it's
own thing-- Like a pilot for a TV series. With that said, and taking into consideration the year it was published, it's pretty good.
Like most older games, buy it when it goes on sale, otherwise you'll be overcharged.

And now I'm going to write a long story. Because this was the first video game I ever played, and I still remember it to this day.

I lived out in the middle of nowhere during the days of dial-up internet. So my early interactions on the computer were few, and
often involved solitaire, laggy pinball, or staring at the Windows XP light show while 'Like Humans Do' was blaring. My parents
bought this game when it came out because it had the Nancy Drew title, and I was one of those kids who was reading way ahead
of the rest of the class. It took forever to load, like everything else around that time, but once it started up my parents left me
alone to play it.

Let me preface this by saying that I was a very young child who had minimal exposure to technology past Disney's Robin Hood
on VHS. Let me also state that at the time this game just came out on CD, I had the first release, and I still do. I found the disk a
few days ago.

This game TERRIFIED me when I was a kid. The music in the high school scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me, and when I replayed
it as an adult it kind of gave me the chills. The point and click didn't work properly, or maybe I was just an idiot who didn't
know how to work a mouse, but I was wandering the halls for HOURS not finding any clues, not talking to any NPCs, and being
creeped out. Eventually I figured out how to go to different locations, and I happened upon the diner.

I think my father might have played a little bit of the game to show me how to work it, at this point, because it got a lot easier to
click my way through. I clicked my way into the kitchen, looked around, and was prompted to click on either a valve or a pipe
in the back of the restaurant. So I did, and a hissing noise followed. I tried to get out of the kitchen, but I wasn't fast enough.

I had triggered a gas leak in the building, and the next thing I saw on the screen was the diner being blown sky high. I didn't
know what happened, and my father said to me, "I think you died."

The game immediately shut down, and could no longer be booted up. It never ran on any computer again. I have no idea if that
was supposed to happen, or if something went terribly wrong. There's not a scratch on that disk, it's in pristine condition, and it's
been that way for almost 2 decades. I'll try to run it again, soon. I have modern PCs and then a tower that's older than I am. If it
works on one of those, I may be updating this review.. It's like geometry dash but simple. It's a cute collection of illustrations!
Not a game, but I don't give a hoot. The music is fitting

 it is what it is yo ^^. Really great atmosphere, the visuals, voice and creepy sounds work well together. I constantly had the
feeling I had to look around because something could hit me at any time.

It can get a little repetative.. The game puzzles are too simple and there are no settings (no option for windowed mode and
volume).. VERY NICE ACHIEVEMENTS to showcase on profile (includes letters, numbers, flags, even russian letters!)

Try die repeat.
This game needs patience and precisement.

9/11 will be able to unlock all achievement in an hour.

I just wished you can change jump button from "space" to "W" or "arrow up".. What is definition of insanity. It only takes one
finger to be a badass.
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Amazing game.
Really like the art style and how it plays.
Strongly recommend it to people who like indie games!
And one more great thing is the great support, they listen to what their fans have to say.
The game is hard but that makes the game fun and let you rage on your friends if they do something wrong :d

. Is this really in English? Good pick for the translators.
Had to compromise, between two games & I ended up here, sorry.. The submarine control interface is poorly designed and
makes the game nearly unplayable. Further, there is a glitch that causes you to warp through the walls when you are diving
outside the submarine. When in Dive mode, C4 sometimes doesn't trigger and if you have to move diagonally in an inclosed
space, you can get hung up on the terrain. Way too much trouble and not fun. Refund requested.. Pretty cool. The level design
was amazing. There was so much detail and it all looked great. SDE takes away a lot of details at long distances though (but
that's gen 1 hardware). Unfortunately they catered to the lowest common denominator in VR which is the rift without touch so
you don't have hands. They could have spent a little extra time with motion controllers and made things grabbable and it
would've been a lot more fun. I'm not event sure it was fun but it was really nice to look at and free so I'd still recommend it.
Glad to see AAA quality stuff in VR and I can't wait for a full Deus Ex VR game.. This game is great! If you are/were a fan of
Sega Rally 2, you'll love that this game has most if not all of the cars that you remember from that great arcade racing title, but
with way better graphics and a much better variety of track types and car liveries. It's not a simulation, but it has its challenge
when you dial up the difficulty and is a fun time just to see the great lineup of historical rally cars, sliding through the wide
tracks and trading paint with other cars in rally cross styel action. It's so fun to see the classic Castrol Celica and Lancia Delta
and Lancia Stratos, plus Porsche and Group B cars in their memorable Alitalia and Martini style liveries. If you are a technical
rally game fan, this one still deserves a place in your library as a quick and fun break from the more realistic rally games. Highly
recommended, especially now that it's on sale!. a realy nice puzzle game
you have to untangle several pieces to clear a level
by using wsad keys
and the mouse to rotate the puzzle itself. A great looking locomotive with genuine sounds, all sadly let down by a lacklustre
horn. The wipers are also setup wrong, as on the real life loco's they operate from left to right on the driver side and vice versa
for the secondman. The braking system is very bizarre too and actually takes some getting used too, but once that is all out of
the way, it is a good locomotive to drive and a great AI locomotive for scenarios.. Practiced using KovaaK's first watching this
video https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=e8jjyjlwABs After 20 minutes I felt like I was warmed up Hopped on Apex
Legends Turns out this REALLY WORKS I don't get that warmed up till I play 10 games Which takes like 2 hours

TLDR: Buy it, It works... :D. My Puzzle Island strarts up in level 20 and there is no way to enter level 1 to begin the game!

How do I fix this ?

Trading cards, 50% off sale, and a new game coming soon:
Hello everyone! Just a quick announcement to let you all know:

 - I have a new game coming out this Summer that I'm really excited about. It's called Dicey Dungeons, and I think it's the best
game I've ever worked on. Consider wishlisting if you'd like to get a reminder when it's out!

 - I finally added trading cards to VVVVVV. Hope you like them! (I've also added some for my other game, Super Hexagon).

 - Both Super Hexagon and VVVVVV are currently in a 50% off week-long sale!

Thanks for reading <3

- Terry. VVVVVV 2.2 Update out today, with achievements!:
I'm pleased to announce that version 2.2 of VVVVVV is out today! This version adds steam achievements and fixes a number of
small bugs from the previous steam version. Enjoy!
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